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Abstract 

This paper discussed vector bundle and complex line bundle ,which is a special case of a 

vector bundle. We introduce connection and curvature of complex line bundle and prove that 

any curvature 2-form for a complex line bundle is both closed an integral.  
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 1. Introduction:  

In mathematics, a line bundle expresses the concept of a line that varies from point to point of 

a space. For example a curve in the plane having a tangent line at each point determines a 

varying line, the tangent bundle is a way of organizing these. More formally, in algebraic 

topology and differential topology a line bundle is defined as a vector bundle of rank 1. One-

dimensional real line bundles (as just described) and one-dimensional complex line bundles 

differ. The topology of the 1×1invertible real matrices is a space homotopy equivalent to 

a discrete two-point space (positive and negative real contracted down), while 1×1 invertible 

complex matrices have the homotopy type of a circle. A real line bundle is therefore in the 

eyes of homotopy theory as good as a fiber bundle with a two-point fiber - a double covering. 

This is like the orientable double cover on a differential manifold, indeed that's a special case 

in which the line bundle is the determinant bundle (top exterior power) of the tangent bundle. 

The Möbius strip corresponds to a double cover of the circle (the θ → 2θ mapping) and can 

be viewed if we wish as having fiber two points, the unit interval or the real line, the data are 

equivalent. 

In the case of the complex line bundle, we are looking in fact also for circle bundles. There 

are some celebrated ones, for example the  fibrations of spheres to spheres. 

 

3-Complex Manifold:  

In differential geometry, a complex manifold is a manifold with an atlas of charts to the open 

unit disk in C
n
, such that the transition maps are holomorphic.The term complex manifold is 

variously used to mean a complex manifold , (which can be specified as an 
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integrable complex manifold), and an manifold. An almost complex structure on a real 

manifold is a GL(n, C)-structure (in the sense of G-structures) – that is, the tangent bundle is 

equipped with a structure. Concretely, this is an endomorphism of the tangent bundle whose 

square is −I; this endomorphism is analogous to multiplication by the imaginary number i, 

and is denoted J (to avoid confusion with the identity matrix I). An almost complex manifold 

is necessarily even dimensional. An almost complex structure is weaker than a complex 

structure, any complex manifold has an almost complex structure, but not every almost 

complex structure comes from a complex structure. Note that every even dimensional real 

manifold has an almost complex structure defined locally from the local coordinate chart. The 

question is whether this complex structure can be defined globally. An almost complex 

structure that comes from a complex structure is called integrable, and when one wishes to 

specify a complex structure as opposed to an almost complex structure, one says 

an integrable complex structure.  

 

4-The Tangent Bundle: 

 For any smooth manifold we define the tangent bundle of M ,denoted by TM ,to be the 

disjoint union of the tangent spaces at points of M : 

 

 


Mp pMTTM . 

 

We will write an element of this disjoint union as ordered pair  Xp,  ,with Mp  

And MTX p .The tangent bundle comes equipped with the natural projection map 

MTM : ,which sends each vectors in MTp to the point p at which it is tangent 

  pXp , ,then for any smooth manifoldn M ,the tangent bundle TM has a 

natural topology and smooth structure that make it into a ensionaln dim2  smooth 

manifold. With structure , MTM : is a smooth map. 

5-Vector Fields on Manifolds: 

If  M  is a smooth, a vector field on M is a section of the map MTM : ,more concretely 

,a vector field is a continuous map TMMY : ,usually written pYp  ,with the 

property that:  

MIdY   

Or equivalently, MTY pp  for each Mp ,if TMMY : is a rough vector field and 

 )(, ixU  is any smooth coordinate chart for M ,we can write the value of Y at any 

point Up in terms of the coordinate basis vectors: 

  .
i

i

p
x

pYY



  

 

This defines n  functions UY i : ,called the component functions of Y in the given chart.  
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6-Hermitian Line Bundle : 

 Informally, a line bundle over smooth manifold is a twisted Cartesian product of the 

manifold with the complex numbers. In the more precise language of general theory of 

bundles, a line bundle is a vector bundle with one dimensional complex vector space as fiber. 

Any line bundle has the property that it is equivalent, if its zero section is deleted, to its 

associated principal bundle, because of this, it is possible to state the defining  properties in a 

relatively simple form and to bypass, for the moment, some of the technicalities of the 

general theory. Explicitly, a line over a smooth manifold M is a triple  ML ,,  where: 

1- L is a smooth manifold and  is a smooth map of Lonto M . 

2- For each Mm ,  mLm

1  has the structure of a one dimensional complex vector 

space mL  is called the fiber over .m  

3- The is an open cover  jU j  of M (indexed by some set ) and a collection  of  

C maps LUs jj :  such that : 

a) For each j  ,
jUj Is  (the identity map on jU ). 

b) For each j ,the map     )(.,:: 1 mszzmUCU jjjj   is a 

diffeomorphism (the multiplication in the vector space mL ). 

           

The collection  jj sU ,  is called a local system for L .A smooth map LUs : for some open 

subset of M into  Lwhich satisfies  

                                                                UIs                                                             (1) 

 is called a local section of L  or simply a section if .MU   

The set )(L  of all sections of L  forms a )(MC -module, with the multiplication law: 

                                                   msmms    ;  mC  , )(Ls                     (2) 

Example: 

The simple example of  a line bundle is the trivial or product bundle with CML  and 

ML: the projection onto the first factor .As a local system for L , one can take the set 

  sM , where: 

:: LMs             1,mm  

Is the unit section of L ; )(L is then isomorphic with )(MC
 since any section is uniquely 

form: 
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                          ss                for some       MC                                          (3) 

7-Hermitian Line Bundle with Connection: 

The line bundles used in geometric quantization have two additional structures: 

1- A Hermitian metric: on each fiber there is a Helbert space metric  , with the property 

that ,for any )(, Lts  ,the function ),( ts defined by: 

 

      CMts :),(  :   )(),( ttmsm    is smooth. 

2- A connection : there is a map which assigns to each vector field )(Mu an 

endomorphism )()(: LL  satisfying: 

 

a) sss                                                                                  (4) 

b) ss                                                                                            (5) 

c) sss    )()(                                                                  (6) 

For each )(Ls   ,  )(, Mu and ),(MC the map )()(: LL  is called 

covariant, derivative along    ;  (a) and (b) are the usual requirements of linearity and (c) is 

the Leibnitz rule. These two structures are required to be compatible in the sense that ,for 

each real )(Mu  

                               ),(),(),( tststs              )(, Lts  .                                  (7) 

A line bundle with a connection and a compatible Hermitian metric called a Hermitian line 

bundle with connection. 

8-Connection 1-form and Christoffel symbol:  

The form1  j can be thought of as Christoffel symbol for the connection .On each non-

empty intersection ,Kj UU  one has Kjkj scs   for some function )( KjjK UUCc  
, so 

that the corresponding Christoffel symbol j  and  K  are related by: 

 

                                         
jk

jk

Kj
c

dc

i





2

1
    on      kj UU    .                         (8) 

The function  kjc jk ,  are called the transition functions of the local system. Any 

collection of 1-forms )(1

jj U which are related as  in (8) will define a connection on L

.This can be used to give an alternative and, in some cases ,more convenient characterization 

of a connection as a 1-form not on ,M  but on the space  
L obtained by deleting the origin 
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from each fiber of .L For suppose there is given a connection , and hence a collection 

)(1

jj U of 1-forms related as in equation (8). For each ,j  define )(1  CU jj by: 

                                                  
z

dz

i
pr jj  




2

1
)(1 ,                                            (9) 

where  0 CC  and jj UCUpr   : is the projection onto the first factor. Under 

diffeomorphism  ),(: 1

jjj UCU   j is mapped onto a 1-form )()( 1

jj  
 on 

.)(1   LU j It follows from equation (8), that, for each kj, the 1-form  )()( 1

jj  
and 

)()( 1

kk  
are equal on .)()( 11   LUU kj  Thus there is a well defined 1-form 

)(1  L  satisfying: 

                               )(
2

1
)( 1

1

  CU
z

dz

i
pr jjj


  

For each .j furthermore, the ,j and hence the connection, are completely determined by  .

In fact, the connection  is given by: 

 

                                          ssis   )(2    ;      )(),( MuLs                     (10) 

(at points where 0s , this is only valid in the limit) since, on jU : 

             

                                           







d

i
s j 

2

1
  ,                                                      (11) 

where  

                                                      .jss                                                                 (12) 

By its construction,  has the two properties: 

1- It is invariant under the action of 
C each non-zero complex number z defines a 

diffeomorphism of 
L by scalar multiplication in the fibers It follows the expression 

for j equation (9)  that this diffeomorphism leaves invariant. 

2- For each ,Mm  the pull-back of   under any non-singular linear map  

  LLC m is 
z

dz

i


2

1
(



mL is mL  with the origin deleted). 

By reversing the argument, it is not hard to see that any 1-form  )(1  L  with these two 

properties will define a connection via equation (10). The compatibility condition 
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(equation(7)) can now be put in a more concise form. A Hermitian metric ),(   on L  is 

completely determined by the function: 

                                                LH :    ).,(:                                              (13) 

If  is a connection on ),,( ML  then and ),(   will be compatible if, and only if, H and the 

connection form  of are related by: 

                                              ).(2   i
H

dH
                                                         (14) 

To see  this, let LMUs : be any non-vanishing local section and let  be a real vector 

field on .U Then: 

                                     sdHssHss    )()(),(                                           (15) 

and from equation (10) 

                                   ),.()(2),(),( ssssissss 
   

                                                                ssiH )()(2                            (16) 

Whence it is clear that: 

                                                   ),(),(),( ssssss                                                 (17) 

For every choice of  and s if, and only if : 

                                                     ).(2   i
H

dH
                                               (18) 

Suppose now that there is given a line bundle ),,( ML  and a connection . In general, there 

will exist vector fields )(, Mu for which the operator  and  do not commute and the 

connection will have curvature. Formally, given two vector fields )(, Mu , one defines 

the operator curve ),( L  ),(  by: 

                              curve ),( L  ))(,( s      s
i




,
2

1
                             (19) 

where   ).(Ls  The right hand side of this equation is skew symmetric in   and                          

 and  linear over )(MC
 in   , and .s  Thus the left hand side must be of the form: 

 

                                          curve ),( L  ))(,( s s ),(                                     (20) 
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for some 2-form );(2 M   is called curvature 2-form of the connection. It is follow 

from equation (9) that: 

                                                                d )(                                                    (21) 

And that, in each jU : 

                                                         jU
d

j

                                                         (22) 

So we deduce that    is closed. 

Conclusion:  

1- However, the crucial result is that, for any connection ,  the curvature 2-form 

),(  Lcurv is always integral, that is, the result integrating it over any closed two 

dimensional contour in M  is an integer. 

2- Any 2-form which is both closed and integral is a curvature for some complex line 

bundle. 
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